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ECONOMIC ThPLICATiONS OF THE OJEGCN GROTJN.D VJTEJ LAWS

CEPA ?TE.R I

INTRODUCTION

I would like to risks a special riention of
programs for making the best uses of water, rap-
idly becoming our most valuable natural resource,
just as it can be, when neglected, a destroyer of
both life and wealth.

.tbe dome stic and industrial demands for
water crow far more rapidly than does our popu-
lation.

Water as a resource, often taken for granted. and given

little thought, this year rose to the limelight when it was

included in the President's State of the Union mesesge.

The increasing importance of water's role in the develop-

ment of the nation was dramatized by the emphasis given to

this., resource in his message. Wster has not been unnoticed

through the years, but the concern over its use is rapidly

growing more apparent.

In 1955 the Oregon Legislative saenly passed two

bills dealing with water control and use. Chapter 707,

1955 Oregon Law, creates a State Water Resources Board and

prescribes its functions. Chapter 708 relates to the con-

trol and use of ground water. The first section of chapter



707 indicates an awareness of the importance of the

This action by the state was necessitated by the in

creased demand for water. Not only is the population

crowing, but per capita consumption is increasing as well,

Modern sanitation, air conditioning and automatic washing

machines are making heavier demands on the water supply.

The trend toward a greater percentage of the population

becoming urban dwellers has caused increased water consump-

tion in concentrated areas. Although the number of terms

continues to decrease, the number or acres under irrigation

has tncreascd. These trends are likely to continue. In

the five year period, 19454950, the seventeen western

states added an average of over a million irrigated acres

per year. The backlog of reclamation work, delayed b the

war, accounted for some of this rapid growth. During the

five years following l5O, it is estimated the average rate

of increase was about half that of the preceding five. (73,

p. 247)



Several factors are probably responsible for this out

back in reclamation development. The drop in prices paid

to the farmer for his products may be partially respon-

sible. The land most advantageous to irrigate was devel-

oped first, Future reclamation development will be more

expensive and time consuming. However, plans for new areas

of development contiie to be presented. This indicates

probable increase in the number of acres.

8uplemental irrigation is a relatively new develop-

merit in the humid areas. These areas usually receive

sufficient annual rainfall to support sustained production

of crops and pasture. Additional water baa increased crop

yield, improved quality, provided earlier maturity and

maintained pasture grazing capacity during critical periods.

Improved irrigation equipment and better information on

crop moisture needs have favored increases in supplemental

irrigation, If the present trend continues this practice

is a real potential as a competitor for water in the future.

('7$, p. 252)

An adequate suPply of water can be a great asset to a

locality for attracting new industry. In many oases the

availability of water can be the strategic factor in beat-

a plant site. As the nation becomes more highly ir4us-

trialized the need f or a useable supply of water becomes

more critical. This is illustrated by the tolbowin data:



Table 1. I!TDUTRlAL lu JlRE;ENT FOR VATER

Total quantity of
water required to

Product _it P!OdUOO one

Gallons

Synthetic rubber
Aitwilnuin

Ton 600,0002
Ton so,0001

Pulp wood (soda) Tort 85,000
Steel (finished) Tort 55,QQQ3
Paper Tort 39,OOO
Kilowatt hour ic. Flour 8,0002
Refined oil Barrel 77O
Beer Barrel 470

Water Is essential to both industry and urban areas.

Our standard or living depends upon a highly industrial

urban society. Therefore, unles8 wise use is mede of our

water resources, we may not be able to maintain our present

standard of living and certainly not continue the present

rate of growth. Pollution and salt water encroachment are

already threats to some areas. Defiled water supplies are

believed to have had disasterous effects on some highly

developed ancient civilizations. The irrigation water

supply, a lifeblood f or the civilization, was rendered use

less by salt water encroachment. This is a theory held by

Dr. A. Nelson Sayre of the Geological Survey concerning the

civilization of the Tigris-Euphrates Valley. He feels that

the soil may have become unproductive which greatly weak-

ened the nation, even before the invasion by the Mongols.

(73, p. 628) The once great Pima culture, fomd in central



Arizona about 1100-1300 A.D., is believed to have bad as

much as 250,000 acres under irrigation at one time. Water-

logged soils caused by irrigation and lack of drainage plus

accumulation of salt in the soil, are possible reasons for

the rima's decline. (73, p. 627) With man's present Imowl-

edge it is highly unlikely our society will completely

cvumble, but unwise use may result in costly correction

measures e

Water regulations are not unique to the modern world.

Ancient people also developed codes to govern water use and

users. A very elaborate code of social laws, developed

4000 years ago, included some water laws that are very

sirnils.r to our present ones. Under the ruler H irahi, a

great king of the. Babylonian Enire, water laws were

greatly emphasIzed. A use preference was included in his

code which gave the first right to man and beast. The

second was for household use; irrigation was third and

navI;atIon fourth. Penalties were decreed on those who

wasted. water or on those who throut.,h carelessness allowed

water to damage the property of others. (19, p. 189)

egu1ations and rules are seldom popular. Traffic signal

lights can be very arrnoying If one Is in a hurry. However,

the realization of the hazards of driving without controls

reu1ts In their acceptance. .Analogus to this are water

laws.

The two bills referred to earlIer, 1955 Oregon Law



chapter 707 and '708, have delegated. a great deal of author-

ity to the State Engineer and to the newly created State

ater Resources !3o.rd. The Stto I3oard hs been charged

with several responsihilties. A few of these are of

particular ntercst because of their implications. Section

10 subsection 3(b) of Chapter 707 reads:

1*!!pl. -

(0) That adequate and safe supplies be pre-
served and protected f or hun oonsumptio, i1e
conserving maximum supplies for other beneficial
uses.

The State Engineer was also given an important deci-

sioii iaking power. Section 2? of Chapter 708 gives the

State Engineer the power to apportion the available supply

among users. This task niar be accomplished on the basis

of priority of aproprition or the beneficial uses he

feels are advisable under the circumstances, without refer-

ence to relative priority.

tpplications for unaproprieted ground water are to be

sent to the State nrineer for aprova1 or resection. Sec-

tion 2 of subsection 3 gives the criteria on which to base

decisions. Beneficial use without waste, within the

capacity of vai1ab1e sources, is the basis, measure and

extent of the right to appropriate ground water. (54)

The basis for appropriation in both bills hinges on



9

determining beneficial use. This responsibility oould also

be stated as the allocation of a limited water resource

among the users with niximunt social satisfaction as a goal.

If the above statement Is a correct interpretation of the

intent of the legislators the law now contains the termi

nology and roblem that concern economists,

The responsibility of allocating resources is obvi-

oualy a very iniortant and difficult task. This is what

economists have been writing about for over a century so

it Is only natural their Interest has been aroused by these

two bills.

Purpose of the Study

A plan of action, regardless of Its merits, is not too

yaluable, if there are limitations which make It Impossible

to Implement. One, ever present, limitation Is whether or

not an action Is legal. The statutory law and past case

experiences fix definite boundaries governing the extent to

which recomtendetions may be ia1e in the use of ground

water. The purpose of this study is to analyze, from an

economic viewpoint, the legal framework rel&tir to ground

water. It is hopd the laiful ossibilities of allocating

ground water can be determined.

ethodo logy

The method used In the economic analysis of the legal



framework was to set up pertinent economic criteria and

then investigate the law. Conferences were held with those

in the field of law. General treatises on the subject wore

reviewed as well as journal articles and general discussions

by those concerned with this phase of the water situation.

The two segments of the law, statutory and coon, which

the courts use in deciding the cases were studied rather

extensively.

Court orocedure is to first refer to statutes. If

there are no statutes pertaining to the problem or coverage

by the statute is inadequate, the court then turns to oofli'

mon law for guidance. Coiiiion law has developed from centu

rtes of past court decisions on similar or analogous situa

tions, Our states have based their common law on the

English common law. Of course, the states iave interpreted

and applied the English common law differently. This has

resulted in precedents that vary between states. A state

first follows the precedent set in its own jurisdiction.

However, if there have been no past cases on the subject or

none that closely fit the situation the court may refer to

the rulings of other states.

The statutes of Oregon which are believed to have an

influence on the allocation of water have been reviewed

and included. This analysis will give much attention to

the common law which has played a very important part in

the past. An attempt will be mde to draw some conclusions



regarding the possible future of ground water allocation

and development in Oregon. These conclusions will be based

on the review of the two segments of law on hich the legal

framework is built,



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF :Eco}wIC CRITERIA

Economic criteria were needed in this analysis or the

legal framework regulating ground water. The economic im-

plications of water policy and law have bósn the subject of

some recent writings by economists. Two papers concerned

with the economics of water allocation and legislation will

be reviewed. The limitations of each paper and the contri."

bution each makes for the purposes of this thesis are pre

sented. Economic criteria developed by the writer for the

analysis are presented in the final section of this chapter.

The approach of Professors Heady and Tiinirions will be

reviewed first. Their paper is concerned primarily with

the economic framework for planning efficient use of water.

The Heady-Tixmions models suggested arc better suited for

administrators who allocate water than for legislators.

Lawmakers need broader concepts when developing water laws.

They need to also be aware of the problems in planning

efficient use of water.

These broader concepts are included in a paper by

Professor Wantrup. His is the second paper to be reviewed.

The concepts he presents may be used as economic criteria

for a system of water rights. He criticizes the use of the

social satisfaction curve proposed by Professors Heady

Tinunons.



The EeadyTimmons Positton

"The purpo. of this paper is to develop and outline

economic framework for plannthg and legislating efficient

use of water resources," (25, p. 47)

According to Heady and Tinons, (25), the t,roblem of

water use involves a conibination at physical, legal arid

economic inter.relatlonships. Economic principles should

be the foundation on which legislation is based, The pro-
posed economic goal would be to maximize long-run social
welfare front water resources. If this goal. in the use of
water is to be realized, two major conditions must be

attained:

1. The efficient allocation of water between the
competing uses to maximize the social product.

Contributing to the above major conditions are two side con

ditious:
1. The legal and. physical means must allow rea

sortable certainty in the use of water and
the aistribution of its benefits.

Heady and Timmons center their position on the first major

condition.

Three steps necessary to attain efficient allocation



criterion often leads to a combination of uses rather than

a single use. They deduce further that neither the ripaz'i-

an nor the appropriation doctrines have sufficient flexi-

bility to allow optimum resource utilization.

Normally, the pricing mechanism is considered to be

the choice criterion (step 3). ThIs assumes prices reflect

the relative Importance the consumer places on the various

products. Not all uses of water can be determined in the

market lace. It may be :possible to calculate returns from

irrigation and power production. ilowever, It Is difficult

to place a value on such Intangible water uses as recrea-

tion or the minimizing of flood damages to say nothing of

human consumption.

Even though the pricing mechanism is inadequate, Heady

and Timinons would not discard choice criterion principles.

Legislative bodies and coimiunitles must find other means to

measure the relative value of water uses when market prices

are not available. 'Ordinarily, optimum choices will be

effected with some combination of price (e.g. as In letting

fsners select in allocating water between crops) and legal



(e.g. as in priority for household over industrial uses)

mechanisms." (25, p. 56)

I system of prioritj use was su;estod. The highest

priority would be water for human consumption and flood

control to save human lives. As other water uses are con-

sidered their relattve value clsaitication is not as

clear-cut,

"Highest marginal value product" would rule when

alternatives move into the market place. "It each unit of

water were allocated in terms of its marginal value

product, a maximum addition to the social product would be

guaranteed in water use." (25, p. 5C)

They recognize equitable distribution of water inco

or products must be considered, However, means for attain

ing equity are not explored.

Wantrup's cononiic Criteria Conccpts

The emphasis of this paper is on relations in eco-

nonilcs to water rights and policy. Professor Wantrup (17)

gives consideration to the over-all syster of water rights.

He believes there are two sets of economic criteria. One

set would be used as guideposts then developing laws or

appraising existing lawa, These be calls criteria 'for"

water laws. There are certain criteria implied in the

laws by such terms as "beneficial use" and "maximum devel-

oment. These he labels as criteria "in" the laws. The



public interest concept links criteria "ford, with those

"in" water law. Two main criteria are exemplified by eon

cepts such as:

1, Those expressing security, protection and
rigIdity.

2. Those expressing flexibility, adaptability
end insecurity.

These two concepts oppose one another in many respects.

An institutional change may increase one set and decrease

the other, yet this is not always the case. Analogous to

this is order and freedom In democracy. The two criteria

1ly one of the most important and difficult problem areas

in economic theory and policy. This is the problem area of

economic change and of dynamics versus statics In economic

discourse.

There baa been an expressed need for students of law

and economics to better understand the problems,

tools and limitations. To do this, emphasis should be

placed on the functional relations of concepts used as eco

nomie criteria "for" and "in" water laws. This may help to

clarIfy areas of common interest between the two social

science discIplines. By functional relations Wantrup means

(a) what are the economic Implications if concepts used as

criteria "fore and "in" water laws are interpreted and

applied irA certain ways, and (b) to what extent and why

are these Implications helpful or obstructive if certain

economic objectives are sought. "Economists are inclined



to disregard or underestimate the significance of legal

unoertathty. (17, . 299) hen economists recognize

legal unoortainty, they can then incorporate it into their

economic analysis.

The economist interprets security or protection as (1)

protection against physical uncertainty (e.g. supply and

quality) (2) uncertainty of water tenure. To the student

of law, security connotes protection against unlawfil acts

by others.

Preference classes based on purpose of water use have

been used in allocating water. The highest preference

(priority) class is that of domestic consurtion

pal use. The priority position of agriculture in relation

to industry is questioned by antrup. Agriculture has in

the past had higher priority. Recreational rurposea have

usually rated lowest. Some state statutes have not recog

nized recreationa.l pux'roses as a reasonable or beneficial

use.

Security of water rights and protection of investment,

From the public water policy standpoint, the aggregate

investment is more important than the individual Invest-

ment. "Adequate corrensation" is considered as a tart of

investment Implications. This iflS occur if the degree of

protection against uncertainty is affected by orescription,

preference and reservation. Some laws provide for compen-

sation, others do not.



To argue in favor of protection of investment two con-

ditions are necessary.

1. That the expenditures for durable assets are
in the public interest, although they r

not be economical for rivate users.

2. That the most eeonomial clternative for
public policy to develop water resource is
a guarantee just sufficient to induce pri-
vate development.

benefit-cost ralysjs should be helpful in deciding

whether protection of investment is economically warrented

from the $tandpoint o public water policy. Ground water

recharge should be included in benefitcost atalysis. The

private user would not Include this in his accounting.

Interpretation of flexibility of water rights. Legal

uncertainty ay be regarded as the price that nnst be paid

for obtaining legal flexibility. The Airterican evolution

from Anglo-Saxon coion law more closely approaches flexi-

bility tiwough trial and error and step by step, than other

legal systems. This results In a shifting emphssis and

reaptraisal hich cannot be predicted, antrup believes,

such a condition Is neoessar for an effective contribution

by the law to "social engjneerjng,

lie interprets the criterion, £lexibilitr of water

rights, as focusing on those aspects of water rights which

facilitate or obstruct ckianp;es over time in allocation of

water resources between rcgions, uses and users.

Factors In water rights affecting flexibility are:

1. Transferability of water rights,



2, Abttndonnent and forfeiture of water rights.

3. involuntary transfer either by prescz'tntion
or condemnation for ub11c use. (Condenma-
tion includes compensation.)

Concepts like reasonable use, ir&ximum utIlization and

waste are continuously Interpreted and reinterpreted by

courts in the light of changIn economic conditions. Sen-

sitivity of the courts to changing conditions is a signifi-

cant contribution to the flexibility of case or common law,

The decisions are based on individual ses of controversy.

Courts are also directly involved with the transfer of

water rights through eminent domain.

The contribution ofeconornics. Vantrup accepts ;gre

gate national income as a ntes sure of change In economic

weltro, rovidec3. tho nconie distrIbution remains approxi

mately the same,

Efficiency is the criterion of the naxImizatIon

principle when applied to firm analysis. 1hen the maximiza-

tion rincIole js applied to the over-all objective of

Individuals and groups, it becor; , what antrup terms,

scientific fiction. scientific fiction serves a useful

T)urpoze If it is roperiy reconized as a delIberate con-

scious deviatIon from reality. There are two character-

istics of scientific fictIon: consciousness of Its

fictional nature, and conceptual usefulness. If those are

obliterated it becc:es n'ere dogma. (17, p. 310)

Vantrup believes economics can provide guides In



resource uses as witnessed by the following:

This approach does not pretend to establish criteria

f or maximizing social satisfaction. But it offers effec-

tive direction signals for pursuing the public interest

turn by turn.

antrup's position regarding law and ecOnOmics are

summarized in the following paragraphs.

A conflict may be recognized in economic terms before

it has arisen in law as a controversy.



Swmnar of Papers Reviewed

The papers reviewed suggest various economic concepts

and models for water allocation. Two areas of the water

problem were considered. Professor Wantrup was primarily

concerned with the broad over-all criteria for water policy

and rights. He discussed the weaknesses inherent in the

Heady-Tiinrnons position. They were proposing economic

framework for planning efficient use of water resources.

This is a special case of the general problem.

The Heady-Tiona paper was presented at a seminar on

water resources. The original draft was titled Economic

Framework of Planning and Legislating ftioient Use of

Water Resources." Legislating, was deleted from the title

when the paper was incorporated in the proceedings of the

seminar. Howevor, legislating still appears in the state-

ment of purpose and is mentioned throughout the text. The

paper would be far less vulnerable had they been content to

deal with the allocation and. use of water resources. This

is the area where their proposals have potential usefulness.

The "community indifference*P curve is crucial to the model.

It has not been demonstrated that audi a curve can be

determined empirically. Therefore it is of no value to

either the formulators or the administrators of water law.

This illustrates Vantrup's concern over glib use of scien-

tific fiction.

The second paper is far more useful in presenting



criteria which can be used in forming water policy at the

legislative level and in evaluating the existing 1a:. The

criteria of flexibility and security tend to be more dy-

namic and applicable to the general. The marginal analysis

Of the first paper can be useful for the secial case and

is static. Concepts of efficiency economics can be heintul

to administrators faced with allocation choices at a given

time and place. Opportunity costs of intangible uses and

input-output ration between alternatives give direction for

making decisions. (16)

The law, both statutory and common, plays a major role

in determining how the water will be used. This does not

mean, however, that economic criteria may not be incorpo-

rated into the law.

Economic Criteria for Water Ijee

From an economic standpoint water use law should be

conducive to the most efficient use of water over a period

of time. The writer believes there are two major concepts

helpful in developing economic criteria for water use.

They are security and flexibility. The following list of

questions have been developed primarily from these broad

concepts. The questions were the basis of the review of

the statutory and case law affecting ground water use.

Socurity implications:

1. Does the law provide for security of tenure?
(Security of tenure means protection against



variability over time of the quantity of 
water useable under the right due to law 

ful acts of others. These acts would 
include condemnation or prescription.) 

2. How difficult or expensive is it to obtain 
the secuiit of tenure? 

3. 13 exponiv litigation noded in order to 
establish or hold these tenure rights? 

4, What protection is there against the lower 
irig of the water table to a point whore use 
is no lonjer economical? 

5. What protective moasures are there to Insure 
the q.alit oC the ater? 

6. What provisions are there for compensation 
in case of condennation? Is there a defined 

method or determining compensation? 

7. Are the vested rights protected? bat are 
these vested rights? Jtve there been cases 
where vested rights have been set aside for 
the good of society? What were the cIrcu 

stances? 

8. To that extent will first In ti, first In 
use be applied to ground water use? 

Flexibility irmiicat Ions: 

1. Is there a system of priority uses? Xoea 
It allow for a higher use to take water 

froi lower use? Can specific use be 
designated WIthIn a general ilase? 

2. Is there flexibility in the priority sys- 
tom to allow for o e in taste nd 

technology? 

3. as there been an interpretation of the 
tates police owers in changing water 

uses? 

4. Can a water right be sold separately from 
the land or must the land be sold with It? 

5, Once an appropriation hs been granted for 
a given use can it be changed to another 

use without losing priority? 



6. Does the law include provisions allowing the
water use in this state to meet the needs of
the overall economic sphere of which it iø
a part? (Very important in the Columbia
River Basin)

'7. Are there 'restrictjve useU provisions?

8, Is there a syster of leases for given periods
which may be renewed if the use is beneti-
cia]. at the end of the lease?

9. Can wster be taken for use in distant lands?

10. hit povers are given adminIstrators in
changing water use?

Other criterta that wiU allow for maximum use:

1. Are there provisions for storage of water
durinF. an ever supply period for later use?

2. Are there any provisions to measure sooial
costs and values not deterned in the mar
ket place? If so, what method or methods
are to be used and who ta charged with the
responsibility?



CJAPTER III

STATUTORY GROUND EATER LAWS IN OREGON

The Oregon Legislature has passed numerous laws, over

the years, regarding water use in the state. Major legis-
latioti was passed in 1909, 1927 and 1955. The 1927 law

was amended in 1953. Since the courts first refer to the
statutes governing a case in question, the pertinent seo
tions of the law will be presented next.

Laws are written to cover the general field. The

courts must apply them to specific oases which requires an
interpretation of the statute. atura1?y, those interpre-
tations vary depending on the judge and the other circum-

stances.

In this chapter many of the statutes will be quoted
verbatim rather then suiarized or interpreted. This is to
avoid the real danger of misinterpretation or deletion by

the writer of some important implications In the law. With

the inclusion of the original text the reader has the
opportunity to judge for himself the merit of the economic
implications suggested in the final cbapter.

An example of debatb1e meaning and intent of law is
found in a 1909 Act. Under the beading of the Appropria-

tions of Water for Power Purposes, Chapter 221, paragraph I
states "All water within the state from all sources of
water supply belongs to the publio. This portion of the



act poses an extremely interesting and important question.

1d the legislators actually intend to include all the

waters within the state from all sources of water supply,

or were they thinking only of the surface waters or streams

whIch are mentioned in some of the following administrative

provisions?

An interpretation of this statute could greatly infiu

ence future disputes concerning vested rights. Should the

courts Interpret this act to include underground water,

property owners no longer held vested rights in underground

water after 1909. The question can be argued either way.

If the law were written in light of present hydrological

ktiowledge of the interrelationship of ground water to

streams, underground water would definitely be included.

The opposite opinion can also be defended. First, the

language of the provisions following paragraph 1 IndlOate

lawmakers were concerned only with surface water. Streams

were mentioned specifically in sections 11 and 14, but

never percolating water, Secondly, this act was passed in

the days of the almost unquestioned reign of the absolute

ownership doctrine. Ijnder this doctrine, the owner had an

unrestricted right to use the water found in his soil. If

A suffered injuries resulting from the use of ground water

on B's property, A could not colleot damages. Lawyers and

legislators of that day were undoubtedly orientated in the

concept that underlying water was as much a part of



property as gravel or soil, At that time, underground

water was of little economic importance so it was not
creating any major problems. This is the third point in
the argument. The final point is found in the extensive
underground water act of 1927.

The 192? statutes included the appropriation procedure
for underground waters and mentioned irrigation several

times. This act indicates it was not until 1927 that the

underground waters wore subject to appropriation. If this
were true, did property owners lose their vested rights in
underground water This presents a constitutionality ques
tion. Does this violate the 14th Amendent to the United
States Constitution forbidding the taking of property with
out due process of law? Oregon has not yet had a teat case
on this statute. This question will be dealt with in
chapter four.

The Law ot 1909 and Prior LeZislat ion

The laws proaented in this section were taken from
Lord's Oregon Laws codified (43). Through the years the

laws have been codified or gathered together by subject.
The numbers appearing before the sections indicate the codi-
fied reference number. The year the bill was passed follows
the section. Applicable parts of the 1909 law and other
laws prior to that date follow.

Par, 6594 Water may be Appropriated for
Beneficial Use--Lititation. Subject to existing



After the position of the state engineer was created

in 1909, confusion and litigation over water rights was

less likely to occur because these rights had to be filed

in his office. Par. 6624-6654 made provisions for the

appropriation of unter. It included posting of the area

and nmking aplioation to and approval by the state engi

neer. (L. 1909, chap. 216, pars. 4554)

Par. 6675 InsuffIcient Water, Preference
Among Different Uses. Then the waters of arty
natural stream are not sufficient for the service



Chapter Ill Appropriation of Water for Power
Puriosee

Par. 6575 Water Belongs to Pzbltc. AU
vater within the state from all sources of water
supply belongs to the publIc. (L. 1909, chap.
221, par. 1)



p. 52; L. 1905, chap. 104, p. 204)

Par. 6531 Manner of iDroceeding to Condein. --Compen

sation will be decided by the Circuit Court if agreement

cannot be reacI-ed otherwise, (3urface water) (L. 1891,

par. 7, p. 54)

The Law of 1927 as Annnended in 193

The next jor piece of legislation ws passed in 1927.

The wording of thi2 1a laced a heavy emphasis on irriga

tion. It zas so poInted in ita language that the Jttorney-

General upon reciuest from the State Engineer interpreted

the 1927 Act a follows: (48, p. 695)

June 17, 1902



section 3 or the act.

l,U. Van Winkle,
At t orneyGenerl

by Willis . Moore,
Assistant

The amendments zade to the 1927 law in 1933 broaden

the act to include usoe other than Irrigation. The records

in the state engineer's ott ice show that applicants refused

during the period 1927 to 1933 were allowed to reapply and

were granted peiits.

The followth reviev; of the 1927 law includes the 1933

amendments. The amendment Is described at the bottom of

each paragraph affected.



Par. 4713O3 (50) ApplicatIon or perniit tor
domestic use not required: Limitation as to the
area. (L. 1927, chap. 410, par. 3)
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A aecon important aspect to the 1933 amendiuent was

the additional wording to section 47-1302. (41, p. 261-262)

The original act referred to only any water east of the

Cascades. The 1933 amendment defined the classification of

water included and declared those waters to belong to the

public. The purpose of the amendment was probably an



attempt to fortify the constitutionality of the act. (32,

p. 214) A New Lexioo Supreme Court ruling most likely

prompted the amendment. The New Mexico case, Yeo v. Tweedy

34 N.M. 611, 286 Pac. 970 (1930), was a dispute between the

state engineer and property owners over the control of
ground water use. The statute declared the underground
w*ter of artesian basins belonged to the state and the
state had the right to control the use of such water. The

court ruled the act unconstitutona1, not because of the
intent of the bill, but rather its form. The section re-
garding state authority to appropriate water, violated a
provision that a law could not be revised or amended by
reference to its title only.

The classification of the percolating water seems a
bit awkward. It may be difficult to locate ascertainable
boundaries. Mr. 0. 1. Meinzer (70, p. 148) of the U.S.

Geological Service provides a reason for this terminology.



appropriation. Such a broad Interpretation would
seem to be justified because all bodies of groux4
water can be Included under one or more of the
terms streems, channels, artesian basins, reser-
v-oira, or lakes0 and the boundaries of virtually
all bodies of ground water can now be determined
with reasonable accuracy.

Another interesting theory behind the 1933 amendment

is an examle of a method used by those In law. The 1927

act may have attemted to take property owners vested

rights in percolating water round in the soil without due

process of the law. Percolating waters have been defined

as those which ooze, seep or filter through the soil

beneath the surface 'without a defined channel.0 The

amendment covers only those waters whose boundaries are

asoertsinable !elnzer Indicates practically all

underground water falls under the classification in the

amendment. if this is the case, the landowner still has

his vested rights in percolating water. However, he has

no underground water which can be classified as percolating

water. This demonstrates how tb.e legislature and jurists

adjust the law to fit changing conditIons and yet remain

within theIr constitutional limits.

This body of law was also responsible for an example



of possible pitfalls in interpretation. Information

obtained from the state engineer'a office regarding this

incident a.y be helpful.

A landowner east oi' the Cascades insisted the state

engineer issue him a permit. The water was to he used for

domestic purposes only. The act states a permit is not

reqtLircd for a well supplying domestic or culinary needs.

Therefore, the engineer was prohibited from issuing the

permit because he was not given authority to do so. The

engineer requested, an opinion from the Attorney-General in

order to quiet the persistent applicant.

The resulttng opinion was quite. startlin. There seems

to be two possible reasons for the misunderstanding. The

assistant writinj the opinion may have failed to consider

the 133 amendment and relied upon the 1932 opinion which.

be had also written. A portion of the 1932 opinion was

presented earlier in this chapter on pages 28 and 29. The

other possibility is that one paragraph was written so

poorly that it created a false impression. Complicated,

complex, unintelligible sentences appear to be a chronic

condition In the field of jurisprudence. Whatever the rea-

son f or the confusion, the opinion is presented.

Headnotes expressing the main thoughts appear at the

beginning of the case or opinions in many legal ub1Ica-

tions. This facilitates finding pertinent cases and. opin-

ions, The headnote for the 1942 opinion of the
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Attorney-General (49, p. 635) reads:

The state engineer does not have authority
to issue permits for the appropriation of under-
ground waters east of the suxiit of the Cascade
Mountains for any other than irrigation purposes.

Permits to sppropriate such waters for irri-
Cation purposes are subject to existing uses for
domestic and culinary use, and for stock, or for
the watering of lawns arid gardens not exceeding
one-half sore,

it is possible the person writing the headnote iade

the idstake. The text of the opinion follows.

June 5, 1942

Idr. Charles E. Strickith,
State ngineer

Dear Sir:

Under the date of Lay 16, 1942, you refer
to section 116-445, 0,C.L.A., and request
opinion on the fol1owin questions:

(1) Is the State Engineer prohibited from
issuing a permit to use underground iater for
:' or all or any combination of the following

purposes
Doxne st i c

Culinary
atering lawns surrounding a residence
Watering the usual garden that is kept to
supply the family of the o*ner or lessee.

1(2) Is the State Engineer prohibited from
issuing two permits to use water from one and
the sane wOfl?U

You further state that the well under con-
sideration is situated east of the suznit of the
Cascade ioimtaius.

3ections 116-443, 116-444 and li6-445, 0.C.
L.A., provide: (Section 116-443 recognizes exist-
ing rights; 116-444 and 116-445 are the same as
47-1303 and 471304: appearing on page 30 of this
thesis.)
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In this connection please see my opinion to
you of June 17, 1932, Opinions of the Attorney-
General, 1930-1932, page 695, holding that the
state engineer does not have authority to issue
permits for the appropriation of underground
waters east of the suimnit of the Cascade Moun-
tains for any other than irrigation purposes,
and that the issuance of permits for such pur-
poses are required to be subject to existing
rights to the use of such underground waters
fox' other beneficial purposes, and also to the
right to appropriate underground waters not
otherwise appropriated fox' the purposes speci-
fied in section 3 of the act (section 116-445,
O.C.L.A.).

It is my opinIon that the answer to your
first question is In the affirmative.

I.H. Van Winkle,
Attorney-General

by Willie S. Moore,
Assistant.

The GroundWater Act of 1955, Ciater 708

The latest statutes to be passed are Chapters 707 and

708 of the 1955 Oregon Laws. Only certain parts of the

acts wIll be reviewed here. Those parts of the acts not

relevant to this analysis are omitted. Chapter 708 (54)

relates to the control and regulation of rights to appro-

priate, the manner of obtaining and the use of ground

water.

Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oregon:

Section 1.
Ground Water A

Purpose of act.

Section 2.
nizes, declares
sonable control

This Act shall be known as the
t of 1955.0

The Legislative Assembly recog-
and finds that the right to rea-
of all water within this state





Section 35. This Act is intended to be
suppiementsrr and in addition to and 10 not in-
tended to repeal...any 1w relatin to the sur-
faoe vters e this state.

Pefinition of words used.

Rules governir permits,



using ground water for any such purpose to fur-
nish information with regard to such ground water
and the use thereof.

Section 7 sets up the registration procedure for those

claiming any right to appropriate ground water, Which iiay

be done within three years after the effective date of this

ACt* Failure to request registration within such period

creates a preswrLption that any such claim has been aban-

cloned. Detailed information is required such as use, depth

of water table, amount, dates when well was begun and first

beneficial use made, location of well and if for irrigation

the description of the land irrigated.

Power and duties of the State Eng.neer.

Section 14. The State Engineer or his author-
ized assistant shall proceed as rapidly as poseible
to identify and define tentatively the location,
extent, depth and other characteristics of each



ground water reservoir in this state and shall
assign to each a distinctive name or number or
both as a means of identification.

Subsections 2 and 3 set the procedure for conducting

hearings.

The State Engineer is given power to stop wasteful use

or interference with other wells or stop pollution in See-

Section 26. (1) In addition to initiation
under subsection (3) of section 10 (cited earlier)
of this Act of a troceeding for the determination
of a critical ground water area, the State Engi-
neer upon his own notion or, in his discretion,
upon receipt of a petition there.f or b any ground
water claimant or appropriator within the area in
question, may also initiate such a proceeding
whenever he has reason to believe that:

(a) Ground water levels in the area in ques-
tion are declining or have declined excessively;
or

(b) The wells of two or more ground water
claimants or appropriators within the area in
question tntertcre substantially with one snother;
or

(c) The available ground water supply in the
area in question is being or is about to be over
drawn; or

(d) The purity of the ground water in the
area in question has been or reasonably may be
expected to become polluted to an extent contrary
to the Dublic welfare, health and safety.

(2 The State Engineer or his authorized
assistant shall hold a public hearing on the ues-
tion of the determination of a critical ground
water area.

Well drillers are to be licensed by the engineer in





(e) Where two or more wells in the critical
area are used by the same appropriator, a provi-
sion adjusting the total permissible withdrawal
of ground water by such appropriator or a provi-
aion fobid.ding the use of one or more of such
wells ompletely.

(f A provision requiring the abatement, in
whole or in part, or the sealing of any well in
the critical area resonsible for the admission
of polluting materials into the ground water sup-
ply or e8ponstble for the progressive impairment
of the 4uality of' the ground water supply by die-
persing polluting materials that have entered the
rèiI.1Itt. .4 -

J t .::-

Water use may be changd.



the use
all oas
thereto:

Act Establi

Chapter 707 (53)

resources, iicluding

Statc ter Resources Board- -

relates lit0 water and other natural

provisions relating to creating and

prescribing the functions of a State Water Resources Bosrd.'

Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oregon:



Section 2. As used in sections I to 51 of
this Act, 'n1ess context requires otherwise:

(1 "Board" means the State Water Resources
Board a sated by section 3 of this Act.

(2 "Public corporation" includes any city,
county r district organized for public purposes.

(3 "State agency" includes any office,
board, commission or department of a state govern-
ment.

(4) 'State water resources policy" c55flS the
water resources policy provided for in section 10
of this Act.

(5) "Water rcsources of this state" or
"ters of this Btate" means any surface or
ground waters located within or without this
state and over which this state has sole or coxi
current jurisdiction.

(6) "Existing rights" or "vested rights" or
words of similar import include inchoate rights
to the use of water to the fullest extent that
the same are recognized, defined or declared by
any court within this state or b the State Engi
fleer.

Powers and duties of board.

The I3osrd consists of seven members appointed
by the Governor, subject to approval by the Senate.

SectIon 10. (1) The board shall proceed as
rapidly as possible to study; existing water
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requiroltLents of various users oZ said water, the
type of croposed ue as between consumptive and
nonconzuptive uses, and other pertinent data.

The board is gIven power in Section 17 to represent

the state and na discu 'ater 2011cy and use with other

states or agency and ç.encies within the state.

Section 20 allows that investigations, surveys or

studies may be 'ade by the board on its own or in coopera-

tion with any interested agency.

Loard to_4d stinoer.





CH.A PTER IV

COM1ON Lt

Common law plays an important role in the judicial prO

cess. The court hears the case and weighs the circum-

stances. The decisions are then made based on the erits

of the case. statutory law overns decisions if appli-
cable lays exist. However, if there are conditions in the
case not covered b statutory law, the court then depends
on common or case law.,

The common or case law is used by judges to support
their opinions. Common law gives them a foundetion and

justification £ or their decisions. Past cases set the
precedent for future ones, If the future is to be pre-
dicted with any accuracy, some past cases need to e

reviewed. Occasionally oases arise which set the race or

precedent in a particular field of law. The ruling is
often quoted in future cases. The circumstances and rea-

soning involved in those "classic's

cases ma establish a
basis for bettor understanding of later cases and provide
a reference point from which to observe the evolution of
the doctrines. ilso, it is well to remeber the new laws
may not be approved b the courts. They might be ruled

unconstitutional and the common law would have to be relied
upon when deciding future cases,

When water rights were first developed the waters were



divided into public and private classifications. Private 

waters were then divided into surface and subterranean, 

Subterranean waters were further classified into either 

underground water courses or strears, underground reser- 

voirs, artesian waters and percolating waters. The termi- 

nology varies in the different jurIsdictions. 

Surface water (streams) and underground watercourses 

were often governed by one body of rules. All other under- 

ground waters not found in definite channels were governed 

by other rules. 

Iiparian Doctrine 

fliparian doctrine was accepted as the rule governing 

streams, both surface and underground east of the Missis- 

sippi, Riparianism traveled diverse paths to reach 

America. Its origin traces to the early Roman cIvilizatiOn 

surrounding the M8diterranean Sea which influenced French 

civil law. The Eastern states were completely influenced 

by the riparian doctrine. Two American jurists, Story and 

Kent, brought the doctrine from France to the Atlantic sea- 

board In the early 1800's. The courts In England accepted 

the Americans' discussion, and it was incorporated into 

English common law. Many states based their laws on 

English common law, and as a result riparian rights gained 

a permanent foothold in the Eastern and some western states. 

The second route was through Texas by way of exico as 
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part of the Spanish civil law. It was also influenced by

the early editerranean codes,

The doctrine, in its early coron law form, entitled

the landowner bordering a streaxi, to the flow of the water

as it had been accustomed to flow, undiminished in quantity

and unpolluted in quality.

In colonial timea water mills, floating logs and water

transportation were important. iod1fication took place,

The riparian owner wss then allowed to make use of the

water for domestic purposes and even for irrigation prow

vided other riparian needs were filled In the same propor-

tions, In some jurisdictions the upstream riparian may

take all the water necessary for his domestic use even if

he depletes the entire supply.

History of Appropriation Rule

The riparian doctrine did not fit the arid ;est, so

the appropriation doctrine was developed, It is interest-

ing that similiar doctrines evolved from three separate

independent areas.

The iorinons, just driven out of humid Illinois, devel-

oped a system of prior appropriation In arid Utah. The

climate caused a change from riparianisin to appropriation.

Brigham Young (26, p. 41) made these coimnents In regard to

water:

No man has the right to waste one drop of
water which another man can turn into bread.



These (the waters) belong to the people;
all the people. No man can gain title to more
than he can use in a beneficial manner.

Non-riparian uses of water were evident in the South-

west prior to American sovereignty in the southwestern part

of Colorado, Nw Wexico and /Hzona,

The economic pressure of the gold rush in California

was a major influence on the basic doctrine of appropria-

tion, "First in time, first in right," was appropriate for

the mining situation of that aros.

Gold was not always located near a stream so water

sometimes had to be diverted. A notice was posted which

included the date, point of diversion and quantity. The

first approprtator had the right to the posted. quantity.

If there were a surplus, the next could appropriate water

and so on, In a period of short supply the first appro-

priator's right was supreme. Although it exhausted the

supply, he had the superior right.

The soils for irrigation along the stream were not

always the most productive, From a best use standpoint, it

was therefore wise to allow use on non-riparian lands.

This new doctrine illustrates men's ability to modify the

laws to serve his tmrroses and to respond to such factors

as economics, climete and soil types.

Importance of 5ource of Supp1

Rules applied to surface and underground streams were



considered well settled by the courts during the 18th and

early lath century. For this reason, some of the oases

cited made a desperate attempt to convince the court that

the supply was from an underground stream rather than per-

colating. s the behavior of underground water Is better

understood, this distinction becomes less important.

Geologists are attacking such a division. As they perfect

their hydrological knowledge It is quite likely the courts

will abolish the distinction,

For legal purposes subsurface water (without
considering artesian water) Is divided Into two
main classes, based on a difference (erroneously
assumed) in methods of transmission through the
ground, namely: (I) "percolating waters," and
(2) "subsurface water courses." (70, c. 114)

The trend of the new water statutes Is to recognize

that underground water is a part of the entire water supply.

Oregon's new statutes have recognized this. It seems that

all are not convinced. In 1930, a court In Arizona (10, p.

406) gave a lengtbly reason why percolating waters should

not be subject to appropriation. They recognized that this

could discourage further pumping £ or Irrigation projects

but felt that, "percolating waters were more or less uncer

tam as to their exlstence"..."and their behavior not known

well enough to be able to establish any basis on which to

give appropriation." Vith so much uncertainty ettached

they believed that only the legal profession would stand to

gain as a great deal of litigation was forseen. Marlcopa

County Municipal Conservation Diet. v. Southwest Cotton Co.



39 Ariz. 5, 4 Fac. (:nd) 369. (1930)

Underground Vater Definitions

The early courts description of and references to per-

eolating or underground water will give the reader en

appreciation of the troblern faced. The following quotation

is presented es an introduction to the definition section.

In the 17 V'estern states there are in the
neighborhood of 200 court decisions (as of 1941)
invo1vin this subject. There are not only
innumerable eontliot3 between the courts of the
dIfferent jurisdictions, but frequently quite
serious conflict between the decisions of the
saine jurisdictions. In iddition there are not
only conflicts as to questions of principle but
also there are serious conflicts as to definition,
classification and other related matters. For
instance, in sone states there seems to be one
rule applied to the utilization of waters of
underground streams and another as to percolating
waters. (46, p. 2)

One of the clissic definitions of perco1atin waters

describes it as:

Those which ooze, ee or filter through the
soil beneath the surface, without a defined chan-
nel, or in a course that is unknown or not dis-
coverable froai surface indications, without exca-
vatlon for that purpose. (1, p. 585)

Other descriptions stress the unown mystic ways of

this water In 1850 th1 description is given: (9, p. 1441)

It (percolating water) rises to great heights,
and :ioves collaterally, by thfluences beyond our
apprehension. These influences are so secret,
chaneabie, arcl uncontrollable, e cannot subject
them to the regulations of law, or build upon them
a system of rules, as has been done with streams
of the surface. Roath v. Driscoll, 20 Conn. 53

Percolating waters in their common-law sense
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These descrIptions by the court Indicate lack of knowl-

edge. Court decisions from the humid area Included economic

factors as reason for separate underground rule. P Penn-

sylvania ruling of 1863, Haldeman v. Bruckhardt 45 Pa. 514,

is an example. (5, p. 1376) The court reasoned as follows:

One may have Invested heavily In equIpment, to use hIs land

in a husbandry-like nanner. The use may unknowingly Injure

an adjoining owner. He may not be able to restore under-

ground water to it's old passageway. The course of sur-

face water Is known. If the water flows underground in

such a manner that its movement is unknown to both parties,

how can thore be an agreement as to or consent between the

proprietors of the adjoining lands beneath which under-

ground currents exist? This Is one of the foundations on

which the law pertaining to surface strea is built

Should a lower proprietor have the right of an undis-

turbed supply of water which passes through his neighbors

land, he has the power of preventing that neighbor from

using the water flowing through his own soil. For If be

cuts the flow he cannot return it to the old ssapewa7 as



is the case with surface water.

The far reaching consequence of interrupting a sub-

terranean flow may involve numerous property owners in an

area of several miles. The expense involved if this

damage were actionable would inject such a great risk that

few would dare improve their land or drain it.

This problem currently oxists as indicated by the

previous quote from a. text published in 1954. (44)

The legal rofess1on is aware of the problem that

faced the ear:Ly courts, Some of the later definitions are

much broader,

'Subterranean waters,' as vsed in the Re-
statement on this subject, comprehends wateF
thich I3J or flow under the surface of the earth
and are not artificially confined. (2, p. 332)

t. Iutchins, (31, p. 157) who has nade extensive

studies of the water law in the Vestern states, gives a

current definition.

Ground water defined, from the standpoint
of water rights, as al]. water in the ground that
is free to move by gravity, is capable of being
extracted from the ground, and is suscotiblo of
practical legal control.

Oregon hss in iast case history negatively defined

porcolatin nater by limiting it to water having no def i-

nite, known underground channel.



As the next cases are reviewed, the following should

be kept in mind: (1) whon many of the cases wore heard

there was a lack of knouledge of the extent and behavior

of underground water, (2) water had less economic signifi

canoe thsr it does today, (3) the eases ertained to

diverse areas as far as physical characteristics are con

cerned.

The parent cases of the different doctrines are cited

first and thou the Oregon cases. The past rulings in the

state are usually given the iiost weight by the courts in

the same jurisdiction. hon there is meager legal history

the courts look for similar cases in other states. The

precedents set in other states 'will also be presented. As

previously warned, contradictory decisions will appear.

The writer does not claim to be neutral when selecting

oases. !ulings w.h±eh relate to economic considerations

will be given the greater emphasis.

En&lish or Coi,mion Law Doctrine

It seems only ogical to start with the father of this

ground water draxna-Acton v. r3lundell, 152 English Reports

1223. (1843)

The story takes 'place in the mid-l9th century in

England. The industrial revolution was flexing its mttsoles.

The need for water in factories and coal for power had

entered the scone. uch of the original language of the



court will be used in order to convoy the original meening

te accurately as possible,

arts of the pleas ir1icate the thinkin!!. at that time.

A great deal at law was quoted in Latin,

Mr. Cow1jnc for tbe 1aintift:
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Jn analogy between water running on the surface and

water under the surface is made here, If this were accepted

then as ripartans they would be entitled to have the water

flow on to thel? wells.

Mr. Mdison representing the deferident Blunde.il,
replies

The proposit Ion on the part of the plaintiff
is rather startling; f or the direct consequence
of it is this; that if any person, a mere cottager
for instance, sinks a well In his ground, the
nines of the surrounding ighbourhood, however
extensive and valuable, can never afterwards be
worked; if in doing so would have the effect of
materially diminishing the wster In the well; and
it is to be observed In this case, that, If the
plaintiff, who was proved to have deepened his
well, from time to time, were to sInk It lower
than the engine pit, he might still proeure water.
To derive any aid from the maxim, sic utere tuo
ut eltenum non laedas, (one must sse ra
as not to i3re another) the plaintiff must show
that he has sustainad injuriam, which is the tole
question.

indsl, C. J',, delivered the judgement for the
court:

The question argued before us has been in
substance this: whether the right to the Tjoy
ment of an underground anring, or of a ell sup
plied by such underground spring., Is governed by
the same rule as that Which applies to and regu
latos a watercourse flowing on the surface. (The
principles of x'iparian rights are recognized.)
Ind if the right to the enjonent of underground
springs, or to a well supplied thereby, is to be
govorned by the same law, then undoubtedly the
defendents could not justify the sinking of the



names; cujua eat solum, ejus eat usgue ad coelurn et ad- - -
infernos, (the owner of the soil owns to the heavens and

also to the lowest depth), or a shortened form, absolute

ownership, daninum abague irijuria, (damages without in

juries). Uoon its arrival in America, the doctrine was
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referred to as the English or common law rule, This rule

was destined to influence the decisions concerning ground

water cases.

The text indicates the court was concerned over adopt

ing a rule that rright hinder economic development of the

area, VarIous Aieric.an courts expressed sI.1ar concern.

In Ellis v. Duncan (18.55) the court stated if the

rule were other than dannurn abspie injuria, one would

always be under the tlireet of injuring his neighbor and

therefore would fear to bi:prove his land. (, p. 1359)

Another case gave two reasons for upholding this rul-

mg. (9, p. 1392) First, the secret, occult and concealed

novement of underground water iade it impossible to set

rules governing .t. eoondi, ny rule ou1d Interfere

with the development of the area. The general pro ress of

improveiients in agriculture and drainage, roeds end reilway

construction would -e restricted. Frazier v. Brown 12 OhIo

St. 294 (181)

Other reasons were given in defense of absolute owner-

ship. Vben buying a tract of land, there is no way of

estimiting the value or the nature of the subterranean

water that moves below. The original useful purpose of

land may be greatly inipaired If during its improvement,

work is stopped because of damages caused to a lower pro-

prietor. This vo1d not be true if the owner bad full

right to develop the land as he bad planned, (5, p. 1371)



In a western setting the above reasons can be logi-

eally defended. In many areas the problem is too much

water rathcr than not enough. There are some cases where

absolute ownershi appears to have been applied at the

expense of justice.

A person ay do what he pleases upon his
land, and so long as e violates no legal duty
that he owes to his neighbor, ho is not liable,
although he ii2y preform the at tar the sole
purpose of injuring his neighbor. Paine v.
Chandler 134 fl.Y. 385, 32 N.i. 18 (l89) (9, p.

In liubr . rkel 117 iVi, 355, 94 N,. 354 (1903

common iw or Englith law was rigidly applied. The owner

wa allowed to divert water away from his neighbor despite

evidence which indicated his action was malicious. The

intent oi his action as to force his neighbor to pay iU

order to have the wat supply restored. (4, 316)

American Doctrine

The erit of the penetratIng nalrsis and also of the

important precedent that the next case sot justifies a de-

tailed presentation. 'The logic in this 0930 is admirable

and deserves great rocognition. However, this new line of

reasoning received little attention mti1 the later case of

Parboil v. New Yor 1.64 N.Y. 522. The Basset case cited by

the LY. judge indcatcs the influence of the earlier deal-

Si Ofl.

Basset v. Salisbury Jnufacturing Cc. 43 N.H.
569 (1862)
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The law reguThtlng watercourses has its



at In a.n particular CaSE, Is reasonable

L
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use or anagenent, is ordinarily a mixed question
of law and fact, to be submitted to the jury Under
the instructions of the court,

This decision by Justice Lrt1ett pointed a now direc-

tion for the settling of future cases. This ruling was the

beginning of a now doctrine now called the American or rea-

sonable use rule. During an intermediate period, reason-

able use and correlative rights were used interchangably,

as in the Basset case. Reasonable use end correlative

rights are now two separate doctrines. Correlative doctrine

is also referred to as the California rule. This distinc-

tion, is inserted so that the following will not be con-

fusing,

The Basset decision was the first known one to so rule,

but this was not the first time the absolute ownership

princile had caused concern. An English case, Chasemore

v. Richards 15? Euig. Rep. 71 (1857), was taken to the

house of Lords and a Lord ColerIdge (9. p. 1399) expressed

a dis8enting opinion. He believed the rights of adjoining

landowners in regard to percolating water in their land,

should be governed by the maxim, "sic utere tuo ut alienum

non laedas", (one must so use his own as not to injure

another), and not by the rule of absolute ownership.

The mericar doctrine was not accepted iiedIate1y.

In faet even to this day the conflict between the two doc-

trines exists and some jurisdictions hold to absolute

ownership. The extreme ap1ications of absolute ownership,



liuber and Paine, previously cited, occurred thirty and

forty years after Basset.

Other cases supported the reasonable use rule. The

reasoning In a few of these cases during the formative per-

lad follows, In 1903 this decision was made (9, 1398)

Certainly no good reason can be found for
allowing the owner of lend to draw subsurface
water there from merely to waste, when this re-
sults in draining like water tram his neighborTs
land, to his detriment in its use nd enjoyment.
.rc1y v. 4braha 121 Iowa 619, 96 L. 1080.

A Minnesota court In 190? reasoned: (9, p, 1411)

The American courts are confronted with vary-
ing and in many cases utterly different geoloiical
conditions and Drob1ems of water supply. It is

/ evident on its face that rules which might work
7 well in an Island like England might operate die-

aatrausly it thdlscriminately aplted. to so
diversified a continent as this.

Reasonb1e use was not the only qualifying ternt used.

A Minnesota farmer Installed a ditch and. trench on his land

to collect percolatln water. He ciide no a2arent use of

the ater. The trench lnterferred with the municipality's

supply and caused great damage. The court ruled against

this action and Issued thø following dictums (9, p. 1398)



In otthor sttca reasonable ue was accepted with reser

vations. All of the oases quoted thus far have been in

humid areas. It is surprising to find the limited accept'

ance in New Mexico. The court expressed the opinion that

the rule of reasonable use of correlative rights in per

colating water applied only to water in artesian basins, 01'

like place of supply, and not to the ordinary percolating

water in soil. Vanderwork v. Hees 15 N.M. 439, 110 Pac.

5f37. (1910) (9, p. 1403) Here a distinction was made

between water in artesisn basins and ordinary percolating

wat or.

California Correlative Rights Doctrine

The next case to be considered is one of the iost

famous in the ost. It is the one most often cited in

disputes over ground water because conditions existing in

many parts of the VJest were considered. The decision in

cluded some rules which the justice hoped would be a guide

in settling future cases. Prom this discussion the Calif-

ornia rule of correlative rights was derived. Two



decisions were given on the case. The first was by Justice

Temple. An appeal was iiide and in the period between the

two hearings A. Temple died. The second decision was

given by Justice Shaw. The goal of common law and how It

should be used is explained in the second decision by

Justice Shaw. A ireat des]. of interest was created by the

first ruling. Those Interested knew that if the ruling

held, the future of water rulings would be changed. Sev

er'al companies and individuals interested In water posses

sions submitted briefs to be considered by the second

court. The application of justice to a situation that

former common law did not fit is extremely oomrendable. A

detailed review of these decisions will be presented so

that the reader may cain full benefit from this Important

case. Katz v. Va1kinshaw 141 Cal. 116, 70 pac. 663 (1902)

The Indented singlospaced sections are direct quotes from
4

the opinions.

FACTS: The defendent was drawing off water from an

artesian belt and was diverting the water a distance to be

used on lands of others. The plaintiff complained that

this was taking, "the water of which they have sunk wells,

thereby causing the water to rise and flow upon the premises

of plaintiffs, and which they ever had constantly so flowed

for 20 years before the wrong complained of was committed

by defendant." This water was necessary f or the irrlatlon

of the "growing of trees, vines, shrubbery, and other
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plants, which are of great value to plaintiff

ISSUE: In the lower court the main dispute was as to

whether the source of the water was from percolating water

or from an underground stream. The plaintiff declared it

was from an underground stream, It this was accepted then

she (Katz) would be riparian and thus claim a right to the

use. The defendent (alkinshaw) maintained the water was

supplied from percolating water and therefore se bad abso-

lute ownership of the water and could dispose of it as she

saw fit, regardless of the consequence to the neighbor.

In the appeal the plaintiff accepted the udgement

that the water was ercolating, and so could not claim a

riparian right 01' use. The plaintiffs felt however that

the9 were, tefltit1Od to the injunction (to stop selling to

distant lands) prayed for."

HELD: "The court errored in granting the nonsuit, and

the judgement is therefore reversed, and a new trial order-

ed.

REASONING: The defense was based solely on absolute

ownership, "cuus est soIum," that the percolating water

contained in the ground belongs to the landowners as corn-

pletely as do the rocks, minerals, etc. The plaintiffs

claim cannot be established upon the theory of an under-

ground watercourse which the plaintiffs are riparian.

It is obvious at once that the analogy between
the right to remove sand and gravel from the land
1' or sale, a to remove and sell percolating water,
is not perfect.



If the water on his land is his property,
then the water in the soil of his neighbors is
their property. But, wi'ien he drains out and sells
the water on his land, he draws to his land and
also sells water which is the property of his
noibbor. By pumping out the water from his lands,
he can, perhaps, deprive his neighbors of water
for domestic uses, and in fact render their land
valueless. In short, the members of the commu-
nity, in the case supposed, have a comnon interest
in the water. It is necessary for, and it is an
anomaly in the law if one person can for his in-
dividual profit destroy the eounmity, and ren-
der the ne ihb orhood unirthabi table,

Such law as has been made upon the subject
(percolating water) comes fro!n countries and
climates whore water is abundant, and its con-
servation and economical use of little conse-
quence, as compered with a climate like southern
California.

The value of water to the area was taken into considers-

tion, Since the value of water is so great there was a

possibility of speculation and exploration,

...and be (counsel for the plaintiff) asks
whether these lands are to be converted into
deserts because speculators may pump and carry
away to some distant locality the subsurface
waters whioh render the land fertile.

So of the circumstances involved in the Aotor v.

Blundell case were discussed. The justice commented that

the water problem seemed to be rather unimportant in Eng-

land if the first case did not appear before 1843. The

magistrate in Acton, discussed the difference between be-

ing able to see the stream and be conscious of behavior,

while it was not so of percolating water. Temple, was of

the opinion the universal principle of law--that the rea-

sonable use of ones propert7, although it ay injure



another could have been used in Acton.

But the maxim, "cujus eat solum., etc.",
(absolute ownership) rurnisT a. e of easy
application, and saves a world of judicial worry
in many ceaes. And perhaps tn England and in
our 1astern states a more thorough and minute
consideration of the equalities of the tartIes
may not often be required, The case is very
different, however, tn an arid country like
southern California, where the relative trpor-
tance of percolating w&ter and water flowing in
definite water courses is greatly changed.

The merits and application of riparian rights to sub-

surface water were analyzed, and while some revision would

have to be rrade, it would not be any more extreme than a

workable rey1son of the absolute ownership.

The objection to rtparian rights applied to ereolst-

ing water were considered and the learned justice showed

that it could govern percolating waters.

The nmxim, "ate utere,' etc., plainly applies
as between differen ripa'ian proprietors upon
the same stream. The title to hold all land is
subject to this muciin.

Proprietary rights are limited br the common
interest of others, that is, to a reasonable use,
--and such use one may make of lits land, though
it injures others,

This proposition is generally recognized,
but for some reason baa not always been recognized
by the courts then considering the subject at per
colating water, although all rights in respect to
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water are peculiarly within its province. This
rule of re*sonable use answers most effectually
the main argument against recognizing any mod.ifi"
cation of the, cujus est iolum, doctrine as
applied to pere1ariaer.

Justice Temple cited other cases dealing with porco

lating waters, both English and Eastern. But by far the

most satisfactory case upon the subject Is Basset v.

Salisbury rnfacturIn. Co. Teple s swmst ion of the

oases was:

The second opinion, Katz v. Valkinshaw 141 Cal. 116,

7 Pac, 76G, was delivered by Justice Shaw.

Several other companies oresented briefs for both

sides. The first complaint was that the oninion rendered

went beyond the case that was before the court. Justice

Sbaw made the first reply to this complaint.

The role of common law,

Katz v. alkInshaw 141 Cal., 116, 74 Pac. '766



"Cessante ratione, cesat t s leX4t The
reason or the law cetsinthe aw t1f coase.

The idea that the doctrine contend.ed for by
the defendent is a part of the common law adopted
by our statute, and beyond the power of the couxt
to change or modify, is founded upon the niisconcep-
tion of the extent to which the common lw is
adopted by statutory provisions, and a failure to
observe scme of the rules and orinciples of the



cornixon law itself. In Crandall v. Voods, 8 Cal.
143, the court approved the following rule,
quoting from the dissenting opinion of Bronson,
J,, in Starr v. Child, 20 wend 159; "1 think no
doctrine better settled that such portion of the
law of Lngland as are not adapted to our condi-
tions forii no part of the law of this state.
This exception includes not only such laws as
are inconsistent with the spirit of our institu-
tions, but such as are framed with specie.1 refer-
ence to the physical conditions of a country
differing widely from our own. It i.i contrary
to tho spirit of the oonon law itself to apply
a rule founded on a oartloular reason to a case
where that reason utterly fails,"

The true doctrine is that the coion law by
its own principles adarts itself to varying con-
ditions, and modifies its own rules so as to serve
the ends of usttce under the different cireumu
stances--a principle adopted into our Code by
section 3510, Clv. Code; tWhefl the reason of a
rule ceases, so should the rule itself." This is
well stated in Morgan v. King 30 Barb, 16: "We
are not bound to follow the letter of the coton
law, forgetful of its spirit; its rule, instead
of Its principle,d

In Beardsley v. Hartford, 50 Conn. 542, 4
Am. sep. 677, the court says; It is a well.i.settled
rule that the law varies with the varying reasons
on which it is founded. ThIs is expressed by the

im, "ceesante rations, cessat lex." This
means that rio law can rv the reas on which
it is founded. It needs no statute to change it;
it abrogates ltelf. If the reasons on which a
law rests are overborne by opDosthg reasons, which,
in the progress of society, gain controlling force,
the old 1a, though ti11 good as an abstract
principle, and rood in its application to some air-
cumstances, must cease to apply or to be control-
ling princi ].e to the new circumstances.

henever it is found that, owing to the phySi-
cal features and character of this state, and the
peculiarities of its c11iats, soil and productions,
the application of a given coinnion law rule by our
courts tends constantly to cause injustice and
wronc., rather than the fundamental principles of
right and justice on which that law 18 founded, and
which its administratIon is intended to pro.rote,
requires that a different rule should be adopted;
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Justification of correlative rights. The peculiar-

ities and some of the effects of the southern California

clinate and the importance of irrigation in its develop-

mont were reiterated by 51mw.

Many unc1erlyiri points which influenced and explained

the decisions given in the cases cited were presented by



the justice, The conditions of the Eastern states were

contrasted to those of the Western states.

There the rainfall Is abundant and water,
instead of being of almost priceless value, is a
substance that In many Instances is to be gotten
rid of rather than preserved.

It is apparent that the parties who have
asked for a reconsideration of this case, and
other persons of the same class, if the rule for
which they contend is the law, or no-law, of the
land, will be constantly threatened with danger
of utter destruction of the valuable enterprte
and syatenis of water works which they control,
and that all new enterprises of the same sort
will be subject to the same peril. They will have
absolutely no protect Ion in law against others
having stronger pumps, deeper wells, or a more
favorable situation, who can thereby take from
them unliiited quantities of the water, reaohng
to the entire supply, arid without regard to the
place of use. We cannot perceive bo . doctrine
offering so little protection to the investments
in and product of such enterprises, and offering
so much temptation to others to capture the water
on which they depend, can tend to promote develop-
xnents in the future or preserve those aLready
made, and therefore we do not believe that public
policy or a regard for the general welfare demands
the doctrine.

The doctrine of reasonable use, on the other
hand, affords some measure of rotection to prop-
erty now existing, and greater justification for
the attempt to make new developments.

So far as the active interference of others
is concerned, therefore, the danger to such under-
takings is much less, and the incentive to develop-
ment much greater, from the doctrine of reasonable
use than from the contrary rule.

It may indeed, become necessary to make new
applications of old principles to the now condi-
tions.

In controversies between a. n appropriator for
use on distant land and those who own land over-
lying the water-bearing strata, there may be two
classes of such lndowners--those who have used



riht8 doctrine was further refined in California in San

Bernardino v. Riverside 186 Cal. 7, 198 Pac. 78? (1921)

..and it was said that the law of riparian
rights, which required each owner to permit the



water to flow in its accustomed flow, was clearly
applicable to subsurface water in Such situation,
arid under that rule no one could drain his land,
for he would thereby prevent the water from flow
ing in its accustomed flow to be percolating to
his neighbor.

The court stated, however, that if the ad-
joining overlying owner did not use the water the
appropriator could take all the regular supply
and transport it to land outside the district
until the adjoining owner ws prepared nd did
begin to use the water, for it was not the policy
of the la to nermit any of the available waters
of the country to remain unused, or to allow one
havthg a natural advantage of the situation to
prevent another from using the water, while he
himself did not desire to do so. (6, . 909)

Washington has a decision which recognized correlative

rights. The court said that the modern doctrine of corrola-

tive rights n percolating water was the view most just and

sound. (9, p. 1406)

The California rule of correlative rirTts is based on

the theory that the doctrine is anelagous to, or an adoption

of, the doctrine of riparlan rights as applied to the sur-

face streams, "Reasonable use may be said to be sharing of

the ooxmon source of surply by the overlying land in pro-

portion to the surface ownershir." (46, o. 6)

The California correlative doctrine sets u rules

governing different sjttions. First, in the case of use



by owners on the overlying land, all owners of all land

that overlies a connon supply of percolating water have

coequal rights of reasonable beneficial use of the water on

or in connection with their overlying lands. If the supply

is not sufficient to satisfy the needs of the owner, each

is entitled only to his pr000rtionato share of the whole.

This correlative-rihts doctrine seems to deny that the

ownership of the water is in the overlying owner; he has

only the rights of user, as do ripariana.

The second situation applies to owners who apply water

to the overlyin; land and those owners who use it on non-

overlying land, or transport it to distant lends. io one,

not even the owner of overlying land, has the right to take

the weter off his land if in so doing he substantIally

diminishes the available supply of those applying the water

to the overiyin lands.

Third, if a surplus exists, after the reasonable re-

quirements of the overlying users in the above situation

have been satisfied, it may be appropriated for distant use

or f or public utility use within th.o area. The prior appro-

priation has paramount rIht. Appropriation right can be

established by diversion and. use and not -under the procedure

prescribed in the water code. (3.1, pp. 164, 165)

By now, the reader has probably ascertained that these

prinetples were questioned and not readily accepted. The

reason was used In other esses--in 1903 a court said,



(9, p. 1418) ".A person intercepting water on his land

which sup1ies tho water of a stream has no more right to

the water than those bordering the stream. MoClintock v.

Hudson 414 Cal. 276, 74 Pac. 849 (1903)

So, an owner of land overlying water-bearing
strata, who has never used the water there under
on the land, mai invoke the aid of a court of
equity, as against an appropriator of water from
the common basin, to protect him in his right
thereafter to use such water on his land, and thus
prevent the approDriator from defeating such land-
ownor'3 right, or acquiring a aramount right, by
adverse use, or the ia. se of time. Burr v. iac1ay
Rancho ater Co. 154 Cal. 4213, 98 Fac. 280 (1908)
(9, p. 1443)

In 1938 (5, p. 1372) while driving a tunnel into a

mountain, a large reservoir of underground water was

tapped. It was acknowledged that there was no way in

which the miners could have known the reservoir existed.

The owner of a valuable spring, on adjacent premises was

awarded damages due to correlative rights. 0Leary v.

Herbert 5 Cal. 2d 416, 55 P80. 2d. 834 (1936)

The modern correlative doctrine contains several

admirable provisions. It gives each landowner an equal

chanoe at the conon supply which aopoars both fair and

just. Correlative rights would be very effective in deal-

ing with the evils of sDeculators and opportunists who

have intended to ie-up the vater until the demand becomes

greater. This situation was not mentioned directly al-

though the justices in the Katz ease did mention the possi-

bility. With all it merits the doctrine imist be oxaminad



for weaknesses.

. VcHendrie (46, p. 7), a Colorado attorney, dis

cussed some problems that have arisen. There seems to be a

difference of opinion on what basis to pr000rtton the water

to the overlying owners. One thought is to use the total

number of acres. Others contend the amount of land on

which the water can be beneficially used should be the

basis of the landowner's share. Another argument sometimes

made is that the right should derend on the rtural position

of the owners land. This consider the most benefi

cial use, The overiing owner at the lowest point in the

basin could drain the supply of the owner over the highest

point in the basin. It is contended tbt the rule leaves

vested rights unprotected. It offers no reward for expendi

ture of effort and, money, and may also defeat the aims of

greatest beneficial use. This is also the hesrt of a

blistering attack launched by Mr. Samuel C. V'iel (74, p.

278) on unqualified California correlative rights. Mr.

Wiel has written one of the most respected and moat quoted

treatisea on water law. These are his comients:



of number unfortunately subdivides good entirely
away. But this miscarriage the reports elsewhere
control., as the reasonable-use rule requires, by
reasonable classification of persons (and not
every?! person) arid at reasonable times (not
'1whenever he shall see fit") and afl other con-
ditions which the facts of a case suggest for
promoting reasonable compromise and svodance of
extremes--which correlative rights and reasonable
use signify.

A judge in Utah saw the same weaies 8: (46, p. 7)

To maintain that each owner of land over an
artesian basin has an equal or correlative right
to tsp the basin at his pleasure and draw there-
from his proportion regardless of the priorities,
use investments or reliance thereon, Is to convert
which is denominated a correlative or co-equal
right into a weaton of depletion, to the ultimate
destruction of all benefIcial use, and though the
right may continue to exist has become valueless,
Wrathall v. Johnson 96 Utah 50, 40 Pac. 2d. 755,
768 (1935)

The three main oases which influenced underground water

decisions Acton, Blundell, and hats should provide ubstan-

tial basIs for better understanding Oregon case history.

Oregon has meager legal experience inunderground

water case law. The few cases that exist were disputes

concerning springs and wells supplied from marshy land,

the right granted by deed from others' land, or the right

to appropriate spring water. Only cases wbich were taken

to the Supreme Court are considered here.

Taylor v. elch 6 Oregon 190 (18'76)

The first case occurred in 1876, in Astoria, a city

located at the mouth of the Columbia, which can hardly be



considered sri arid region.

POTS: The plaintiff, Taylor, had "from time limuemo-

rial received his supply of water for domestic, household.

and other urr,oes from a erjng. The spring was fed by

a "spring pond or swal&, located on the land of the do-

tendant, elch. The defend.ent had dug a ditch and drained

the swale for the purpose of reclaiming it. In doin, so

the supply of water to the plaintiff had been cut. This

act injured the laintiff,

I&UE: The plaintiff prayed for a perpetual Injunc-

tion against the defendent, which the lower court decreed.

HELD: "The decree of the court below must be reversed

and. that the complaint he dismissed."

REASONING: The court felt this was a question of

tact. Was the spring supplied by a subterranean channel?

"The court recop;rijzed the right of every prop,ietor of land.

through which flows a stream of water, has a right to the

use of the water flowing in its natural channel without

diminuation or obstruct1on. The same right holds f or

subterranean channels. Dut it does not apply to water per-

eolating through the soil or even flowiru through an un-

1iewn or undefined channel. This along with the maxiiri,

every person ay ue his own Qroperti as b.c :lezes, pro-

vided such use is not an injury to another, were the only

principles the court felt were necessary to decide the case.

The evidence failed to prove to the satisfaction of the
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court that a subterranean channel was the supply.

e do not think the right of plaintiff is
sufficiently clear upon the evidenoe to warrant
us in interfering with defendants' use and en-
oyment of their property. Courts of equity

will not interfere by injunction where the rights
of plaIntiff are doubtful.

This was the first case in Oregon to deal with under-

ground water and therefore it set the rreced.ent. r,

Hutchlnr classifies the case as an examole of landowner's

exclusive property riphts in percolating waters which occur

in their land, Ee also feels the same rule was used In the

next two cases, Boyce and Iayes, that will be reviewed. To

challenge the Interpretation of such a well-known and re-

spected authority a r. HutohIn, Seems very precarious.

However, the xIm the court said would be used. in the

Taylor case ws not one of pure unqualified absolute owner-

ship. The ..brase, 1p.rovided such use is not an Injury to

anothor, resembles the maxim of reasonable use more closely

than of absolute ownershi, It is true the courts generally

accepted absolute ovnership at the time of Taylor v. Welch.

However, the asset decision was in existence. It is a

xtter of conjecture as to what the judge actually was

thinking.

ioyce V. Cupper 37 Ore. 256, 6]. Pvc. 642 (1900)

In this case the litigation was concerned with appro-

priation of surface water from a creek. Percolating water

came into the discussion because it was the source of the



water for this creek during the irrigation season. The

defendent argued that he had a right to the water since it

was supplied from his land. This case arose in crant

county.

F.CT; The defendent's predecessor obtained an appro

priation of water from a creek to be applied to 160 acres

of land. The plaintiffts ;redecessor filed a later appro-

priation for water from the sae creek for his land. The

defendent later urched another 160 acres of land (which

will be referred to a the Anderson land) located between

the defendente and the plaintiff's land. The defondent,

Cupper, irrigated the land on the nderson !.:roperty from

the creek and had been doing so for several years. Durïn

a very dry year there as not enough water to supp1 the

needs of the lintiff,

ISUF: The plaintiff asl.ed for an eninmont against

the diversion of water hr te defendent for use on Anderson

land, The defendent argued that much of the water supply-

ing the str'ean which the Dl8intiff used, originated from

springs and narshes on his (the defendent*s) land and per-

colated to the strer; therefore, he, the deferident, should

be allowed to use these waters on his own property.

flhLD: The defendent was en.4ioined from using water on

the second tract of land urti1 the rlaintiff's wants were

satisfied.

r;cING: The court acimowledges the fact that the



source of supply for the creek during the dry season, when

irrigation was needed, came from the defondent's first-

purchased land, fter the ter leaves the creiiises, the

defendent laces all righte to i use. He cainot transport

it downstrear and recapture the tter for use on the Ander

son land. Query, did. he have the right to It by adverse

use? As long as there Is a sufficient supply of water for

all users there cannot be adverse ue against one with a

prior approrriation.

The defendent had the prior (first in time) approprIa

tian for use of water on his original land. The laintiff

had. the next appro'riation and was entitled to the w.ter if

there were enough. The water used on the second tract ws

surplus.

Xn discussing the defendent's claim on the water origi-

nating on his land the court recognized the following rule.

The rule is general thst water percolating
under the soil beneath the surface, the course of
which is unknoi and unscertainab1e, belongs to
the realty on wich it is found. Gould, Waters
par. 280; Tarlor v. elch, 8 Ore, 198

This rule :ore closely follows Gould than the axim

used in Taylor.

Gould (22, p. 539) in parraph 280 states:

ater percolating through the ground eneath
the surface, either without a definite channel, or
in courses which are unknown and unascertainable,
belongs to the realty in which It is found.

This leans toward absolute ownershiz. The Taylor dcci-

elan was made before Gould published his treatise on iator.



Hayes v. dams 109 Ore. 51,21(3 Pac. 933 (1923)

This case concerns the souxce of supply of a spring

in Marion county.

FACTS: Hayes had 2urchased lot no, 1?. .dams owned

lots 15 and 16. Hayes purchased 3 acres of lot 16 and utbe

free and unrestricted use of a certain spring," located neal'

the 3 acres but on Lda' land. Heves build a curbin

around the spring which was in a canon. In a few days the

water became mudy. This ws reed by both @rtios to be

caused by idazns hogs which had been rootin in the zriarsy

area above the s'r1n. The bed of the eenn above the

spring contained ny boggy, wt L:laces. Vegetation grew

along the banks indicatIng an underground stresm. Adams

consented to allow Hayes to lay tile alen the bottom of

the canyon. :Uayes roceeded to Install a hydraullo ram

to supply running water to his buildings.

In 1922 !dams laid a tile along the tile Hares had

placed but at a lower level and thus drained away the water

supplying the sring. dams claimed he was collecting the

water to install a hydraulic Pam for his use. He could

have achieves. this by taking the unused w.ter after it had

passed through the Eayes 1.

i3SUi: The plaintiff (Hayes) asked for an enJoinment

against the defendent (Adams) from divert the water

which supplied the .1si.ntiff's spring.

HELD: The defendont was enjoined froxu diverting the



water of which the plaintiff had been ranted the use,
RE! :ONIN It was obvious the water was an under-

grcuxid stream. For tht reason the rule of absolute
ownersht of ercolatin waters would not apnly, i\lso,
the ditch dug b; the defendent would ef eat the rlht ccn
ferred in the deed on the nlaint 1ff.

The followinr, dictum WHS included in the rreoed1rg
decision:

,..such (percolating) waters are a oonstitu
erit part of the land and. beLong to the owners of
the land, with the right in such owner to make
any reasonable use thereof, including a ue which,
wither hT reason of its character or ma!mer of
its exorcise, cuts off or diverts the flow of
percolating vaters fror'. his neighbor's spring and
renders the same dry and useless.

Both of the reviously reviewed oases were cited

following this dictum, indicating the same rule was used
in both cases.

Present Ground Water Law and Case Law

One other question should be considered-that of the
constitutionality of the ot 708 Oregon Law, 1955. It is
likely the bill will be tested. The only basis on vthioh

to speculete on the outcome is the past exoriences in
other states, Rules nave been handed down which appear

contradictory.

The American Jurisprudence (1, . 538) treats the sub-
ject, uThe right of a landowner to gather and use ercolat
ing water as he will, cannot be taken from him by



legislature, unless by the exercise of the eminent domain

or the olice owe.r,

In }Terer v. erkle 117 i.is 355, 94 N.':, 354 (1903)

(4, p. 316) the POWO5 to 'revent the waste of rerColRtiflg

waters was denied. It held that the is, Law 1901,

Chap. 54, sr. 2, w unconstItit1ona1, It reds

Any person wo shall needlessly allow or per-
mit any artesian well owned or oeratsd by him to
discharge a greater mount cf water thar ts rea-
sona1y necessary for the use of such person, so
as to niteria11y diminish the flow of the water
in any other artesian well in the same yieintty,
shall be liable ror all damages which the owner
of such well shall sustain,

The court said this law deprived the landowner of his

right to intercept percolating waters. An authority could

not be found which stated that porcolting waters in the

ground are counon property of surface owners. The court .d

not believe an analogy existed between rules governing

ground water and that overning as and oil. They found

that the owner had absolute right to divert ground water.

The specific holding in this case was that the statute

deprived the owners of artesian ?:ells of their property

without duo rocesa of the law, nd constituted the taking

of property without compensation." (4, p. 316)
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In Lindsley v. Natural Crbonic Gas Co. U.S. 61,

31 Sap. Ct. 337 (1911) the defendent auestioned whether his
right under the 14th arendment had been violted, (deprived
of his property without duo orocess of' law), A iew York

statute forbids unnatural quantities of water to be pumped
or withdrawn from a connon supply. In this case mIneral
water and carbonic acid a in a cc ingled state were

being withdrawn from the ground. The value of the gas wan

greater than that of the inera1 In the water. Because of

thIs difference In value a lurge portion of the weter was
allowed to go to wste and an unresonbie and wasteful
depletion of the common supply resulted. (4, p. 313)

In Hathorn v. Natural Carbonic Gas Co. (4, o. 313) the
defendent was not utilizlrp the water for any 'urpose con-
nected with the land. Instead he wa rketirtr it through-
out the country and was wastir, water containinC iinera1s,

The defendent contended the :rohIbItion of the statute

was unconstitutional on the grounds It deprived them of the
use and enjoyment of their troporty. The law controlling

these waters was splicab1e to only those o had wo11

driven into rock. This prevented equality of rights which
should not orevail a'ong citizens and property owners.

The court acknowledged the right of a citizen to the
Improvement and enjoyment of his oroperty, even if it inter-
fered with others. However, the court held this S an

unreasonable attempt to separate use and enjoyment of the



ownerts land, Other owner's flow was hein destroyed and

diminished the marketiri of carbonic gas. The court

ruled this action should he restrained as unlawful, (4, p.

313)

A statute directed &gainst the wasting of water flow-

ing from artesian wells has been upheld." (4, p. 315)

Ex parte E1ani 6 Cay. fpp 233 91 Pac. 811 (190'7) Ws the

act which revented the waste and flow of water from an

artesian e1l in violation of the due process clause of

the U.S. Constitution and also the tate Constitution?

The court said the water which the act included is

common to a large portion of the coirniuriity aiid affects the

general public right. The state imder the police power has

a right to regulate its conservetion and. use.

It ws also contended that the statute was
contrary to the tte Constitution forbidding the
granting of special riv&1ees or innunities, in
that no rovis5.on s as the waters were
pumped from subterranean sources. (4, p. 315)

The court answered that no surface owner has the right

to use the subterranean water in excess of beneficial arid

reasorisbie use on the overlying land. If extractIng an

additionci amount insures others, the extraction can be

restraIned.

Finally, it was contended that the provision forbid-

ding the passing of local and special laws violated the

State Constitution. The court answered that all persons

in the same category were cffected equally unrer the law.



The distinction between the two types of wells was a rea

sonable one, Therefore, tke 1a did not violate the con-

atitutiona? provisions. (4, p. 315)

Xn Eccies v. DItto 23 .M. 235, 167 Pac. 726 (1917)

the New itexio statute rrovid1n for the repairing or

lugc:ing of artesian wells to orevont waste was 4ue3tioned.

It was defended a e v1i exercise of the police pove.

This statute did not take proerty wIthout due process of

the law, nor for uh1ic ie wIthout makIn. ust corenaa-

tion. The court saId: (4, c. Zi5, 316)

There are tvo justifying roe sons for the
enactment of the statute under consideration by
the legislature of this state. The first being
the necessity of using water for irrigation arid
the li;ited quantity of water available. The
artesian waters In a riven district come from
the sana source, and are obtained by sinking
wel3.s to the common basin, thereby enabling the
water to find its way to the surface. Necessarily,
the waste of water derived from the 000n source
of sunply Inishes the amount of water avail-
able for legitimate uses, and hence works an
Injury and detrIaent to the general public dosir-
lug to make use of such waters. The second rea-
son Is that ermltting the water to run to 'iaete
in large quantities results in "water-logging"
the and destroys the productiveness. In
the artesian belt of the Pecos Valley it has been
fouod necessary to construat drains at enormous
expense to carry away the waters which find their
wa to the lower lands, ence, we find arnie
justification for legislative act regulating t1
constructIon and use of such wells, thereby pre-

unnecessary w&ste of ater. (4, np.

A Utah court (11, o. E42) ueid th.e constItutIon.lIty

of water ri:bts acts, The acts had been questioned on

seversl different counts. Elen Irrigation Company Y,
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mission 30 Haw. 912 (1929) a Comrniasion.waa given full

Dower to survey the water supply, both surface and sub-

terranean, within the district of Honolulu. It was given

control over the drilling of new artesian or reopening old

artesian wells that had been unused for 2 or more years.

The goal of this authority was to conserve the water supply.

The section of the act questioned made it unlawful for

any person to sink, bore, drill or drive for any artesian

well or to reopen an old one without a permit. The court

held this unoonstttutior1.

The Commission refused to grant a permit in a particu-

lar artesian basin because it believed that water was with-

drawn faster then it could be recharged by nature I proc-

esses. Further withdrawal would only deplete the basin

more. In a few years salt water would render the entirø

basin useless to all, The court stated: (11, p. 842)

However broad and far-reaching the police
powers might be, It could not be deemed to justify
the prohibiting, the individual owner of land from
boring an artesian well thereon, while at the same



time permitting all t existing wells to con-
tinue to be ooerated without diminuation,

Thus in holding this section unconstitutional, the

court adopted the rule of correlative right& to all

owners whose land lies over an artesian basin. All owners

may use the water as long as they do not insure the rights

of others. In times of insufficient supply of water, all

will be Ii.nited a reasonable share.

The last two cases are vivid examçles of the ve.ria-

tions In reasoning found in con'aion law. The decision in

either case could be reversed had the judge chosen to use

the reasons of the other case.



CHAPTBH V

S UMI4 RY

The purpose of this study was to us economic

criteria to analyze the legal framework of cround water

laws in Oregon. it Is hoped that this analysis will aid

in determjnth: 'why' and. "how far" the legal framework will

facilitate or 1iede future water allocation. "Security"

and flexiblit" were the two broad concepts developed as

criteria. A public water policy designed to Dotht an

effective directIon in m.ter use, would be a comprorise

between the two concepts. This compromise would contain

enough flexibility to allow for changes over time in types

of crops grown, demands for domestic use, and technology

with sufficient security to induce investment and dovelop

ment.

A list of questions were formulated to localize

secific as cots of the two broad concepts. aeh of the

questions will be considered.

Security implications:

(1) Does the lw zrovide for security or tenure?

Each of the nzst major bills concerning around water

in Oregon has recognized existth; rights in ground water.

The 1955 Ground ater ct (54) provided for an appropria

tiori system for the entire state. This system guarantees

a specified quantity of water if the supply is available.
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The appro nation system has been used east of the Cascades
for years. This systeri is also recognized by counon law
east of the Cascades. The Ground hater Act (54) brings

all water in the state under appropriation, Prior to the
act only the weli3 cst of the Cascades were subject to

appropriation nd registration. When the registration of

existing wolls west of the Cascades has been completed,

the quantity which would be taken from each well will have
been recorded. This will speoLfy the quantity which has
been appropriated. The preceding discussion is based on

the assumption that all provisions of the act are constitu-
tional,

Either absolute ownership or reasonable use would be
the rule, west of the Cascades and appropriation east of
the Cascedes, if the 1955 statute is ruled unconstitutional.
Under the absolute ownership rule, there would be no assur-

ance of a specified quantity. An owner may take all he

can extract regardless of the amount of harm done to his
neighbor under absolute ownership. Under the reasonable

use rule a proprietor has considerable margin in the anount
he may take, wrovidod reasonable use is made of the water.
The neighbor could incur heavy Injury without recourse
under thIs rule,

The property owner holds as secure a position in re-
spect to condemastion of water rIghts as he does in any
other proporty right.



Prescription, should offer little threat as all wells

must be approved b:. the state ewZneer, and would hold a

junior riority to existing wells. Prescription is ostab-

lishing a right by notorious unchallenged use over a period

of time.

(2) How difficult or eXOnSiVe is it to obtain the secu-

rity of tenure?

The action necessary to obtain a permit requires a

minimum amount of effort. aial1 fee is paid to the state

engineer's office for processing. Some expense may be in-

volved if a surveyor is needed to locate the coaltion of a

well. The cost is nomin1 com-ared to the security this

provides.

(3) Is expensive litigation needed to etabitsh or hold

these tenure rights?

The 1927 hill set the rules for approoriation of

ground water. The applIcations for erits were all cen-

trally handlcd by the state ergthcer. Priority can be

easily deterrtned b- the dates recorded at his office.

It the 1955 statute (54) is reeoted wost of the Cas

cades, litigation Is Inevitable as the demand for water

increases, The outeone .ould be unpedictab1e and. could

be very costly.

(4) Vhat crotection is there ainst the 1overing of the

water table to a point where use is no longer economical?

Subsection .7, sectIon , states that reasonably



stable ground water levels shall be determined and nin

tamed,

Section P5 contains the following description "...any

well, by the nature of its construction, ...ts unduly inter

ferir with other wells..," Under this provision it seems

the lowering of the water table cOUld be stop:ed. The

state engineer "ray order discontinuance..of such well

to such extent as may be necesr to remedy the

(5) 1hat protective easures 're there to insure the

quality of the water?

Section 2 of Charter 7C8 (54) nentions quality twiee.

First, in subsection 5, "Adequate and safe suplies of

water for human consum'tton he assured..." Next, in sub

section 8 which reads: "and i lrment of natural quality

of fP0Ufld water by pollution." ?ollution is defined as any

impairment of the natural auality of ground water, howeirer

caused. The state engineor has the pov.er to force controls

within racticahlo li?rAitz to stop pollution under the

police oowers of the state.

(6) What r.rov1sions are there for com.ensation in case of

condemnation? Is there a defined method for deternining

com'ensat ion?

There are no rovisions in the new acts for condcna-

tion orocedure,

(7a) i're the vested rip,ht protoc.e? Vht are these

vested rithts?

V
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ri)hts" were not mentioned. in the Ground

Water Act, (54) The only reference to rights In this Act

appears in subsectIon 2 of section 2 which states: tights

to appropriate ground water, and priority thereof be

acknow1eded and protected..."

Chapter 708 (4) mentions vested and Inchoate rights

to the water of the state in section 36. (Cited in chapter

II) This was an amendment to Oregon Revised Statute

537.170 which deals wit1 decidi water use. This law

states vested rihts will be protected. It does not

specify what constitutes a vested right.

('Tb) Have there been cases where vested rights have been

set aside for the good of society? hat were the circuin

stance :?

There are no ground wat.er cases in which vested rLhts

wore set aside in favor of the good of society.

(8) To what extent will "first In time, first in use" be

applied to round wat;er use?

The appropriation doctrine is built on, "first In

time, first in use.!l ubseetIon 1 under section of 708

(54) states: "Provision be ude for the final detex'nina-

tion of relative rithts to arorriate .zound water every

where within this state end of other iratters with regard

thereto throuRh a syste:i or registration, permits and

adjudication." llouever, in section 27 it states that it

critical areas the state engineer ma set aside the
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priorities.

Flexibility imp1iations;

(Ia) is there a s'steL: of priority uses?

un consumotien is iVOfl, the hihet priority, This

is stated in the Ground .ater Lot 708 (54) in subsection 5,

section 2. Chapter707 (5) also states priority of human

consumption in subsection a of section 36. In subsection

3L, soetion 10, water for livestock ccnsuption was desig-

nated as second priority. After the two needs were satts

Lied, other benefIcial purposes in such order as may be in

the ub1io interest consistent with the princIples of this

act under existIn.. circumtancos" could be desinated, It

amears, therefore, that there are no other priorities

listed in the law, after human and livestock consun.ption

have been fulfilled.

(Th) Does the law a1Iov' for a higher use to take water

from a 1oer ue

o secifie provisions are de for this type of action.

The State ster liesources Board is charged with broad

powers to formulate water policy. Existing rights are to

be protected and preserved. It does not appear likely the

Board would attempt to chane water allocation among exist

Ing users.

(Ic) Can specific use be designated within a enera1 class?

Such action could raise a constitutional question: does

this constitute unequal tretznent for citizens in the same



industry? It would not be possible for a laman to prow

diet the courts rulin; on. this question.

(2) Is thero flexibility in the priority syste; to allow

for change in taste and technology?

A rigid priority system does not exist. eneficial

use under the existinc conditions allows for raximum

xibi1it in allocation.

(3) Ras there been an interpretatton of the state's

police powers in changing water uses?

There are no court o intone regarding tha police

power of the state in regulatini water use. The Oround

Vater Aøt ($4) indicates the state engineer has the

authority, under the 011cc power of the tRte, to tnterfer

with existing rights under s ecified condtionz. (sub

section 9, section 2) These conditions include such

factors as wasteful use, overdrswin:. sUpp1iE$, id p011L-

t ion.

(4) Can a water right be sold separately from the land or

niust the land be sold with it?

(5) Once an a'propr1ation has been granted for a

use can it be changed to another use without losi

priority?

Section 22 of the GrouJ ater Pct (54) provides for

both change in use and sale of' ator ribt without loss

of priorIty.

(6) Does the law include rovislonS allowing water use in



this state to meet the needs of the over-all economic

sphere of which it is a

The Vater Resources :ord 0t (53) granta uower to the

Board to enter into ac.;reeents with other states. (Sub-

section 2 of section 17, and section 21)

(7) ire there "restrictive use" provisions?

(8) Is there a srstem of leases for given rtods which

may be renew&i if t? e use is heneficlel t tB end of te

lease?

There are no r;rovlsions for restrIctive ue or a ys-

tern of leases In either of the l5i..cts. (53, ;4)

(9) Can water be taken fr tse in distant lands?

Use on distant lands, as such, is not ntioned in

either Act. The provisions In chapter 707 (53) in sub-

section 2 of sectIon 1 contaIn sufficient latitude to

allow for such use. Cor:on, 1w has not a1lovecI distant

use unless a surplus exists.

(10) 'hat powers are 1ven adInIstrators in. cban;Ing

water use?

If a critical ground area exists, the englneer.can

choose between several courses of action. He :ay (1)

reduce the arnount to one or .orc apro;ris.tor, (2) pro

rate the supoly, (3) ration the water in accordance with

the eIative dates of uriotity of ri.h, (4) allocate

water without reference to relative rniOrity.
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Other criteria that will allow for rrazimurn use:

(1) Are there provisions for storage of water during an

over supply period for later use?

The Lees to be collected for registering 7arious

infornmtion includes those to cover storage. (Subsection

2b, section 22, Chapter 708) Beneficial use without waste

is to be the basis on which the right to appropriate water

rests, If stored, water satisfies these conditions, the

state ewner has the ovor to rart a erm1t to use the

avajl&bl; ter. The arrount depends on the quantity

ap1ied to eneLicial uses

(2) re there any provisions to measure social costs and

values not determined in the market place? If so, what

method or methods arc to be used ar. who is charged with

the responsibility?

There arc no direct provisions that deal with social

costs and values in either act. These may be implied,

however, in the language used in section 1 of the ater

Resources ioard ct. (53) This section speaks of water

playing an important role in the ixtcreased economic wel-

fare of the peo,1o. The ioard is to develop policy

designed to encourage water use which will secure naximum

beneficial use. ocii costs and values are Thetors to be

oonsidred in determining iaximuD1 beneficial use.

(3) In nany enterprises there is a minimum standard of

size below which they cannot ouors.tc economically. During
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periods of scarce water suply, will absolute ownership or

proratIonin, of water on an equitable share ba8is, result
in some of the units becoming uneconomical?

If all provisions of the acts are constitutional, the
absolute ownershio rule no loner aplies wst of the Gas-
cades. Pro-rationr is only one of the alternatives zro-
vided the state engineer. riority of rht Is more likely
to be recognized. If this were the case, the junior appro-

priators would have no water and the senior proprietors
all they were allotod. This might or iright not result in
the 2nost ccono,ic use of water.

(4) Does the law recognize the Inter-relationship between
ground and surface water?

The State Water iesources Board was created so all
the water resource uses would be coordinated under one
state agency. This allows ground water and surface water
to be considered as a single source.

Section 35 states the Ground Vater At (54) is a
supplement to the surface water laws of the state.
(5) factors have been taken into consideration by

the courts n deternInIng "reasonable use"?
i1r. Wiel, one of the rost recognised authorities on

water law wrote the following; eoncernin reasonable use.
It is impossible to lay down an absolute

rule and a atbernatical equality; that is why
the law has left It to the discretion of the
courts,... Upon this point all the eutoritIe
are in accord, which is lIterally gall the
worl&; and it is even true in that literal sense
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indicate the direction future water allocation Will take in

Oregon. The answers were based on the assutnption tha.t the

1955 cts (53, 54) were constitutional. In the future,

not all cases will be covered by the existing statutes.

In this situation, the decision will rely upon conon law,

and would iikly follow the reasoning presented in Chapter

4 Theoretical situations can be constructed in which only

oonon lw could rovide the probable outcome, It appears

that for every situation two possible decisIons can be
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justified. It is questionable which doctrine the court
would use in a disrute concerning the use of a well located

west of the Cascades. They might hold to the absolute
ownership doctrine. This gives the owner an unqualified
right to as iuuch water as he could oump from the well re-
ardlesa of the effect on the nei.hborat water supply. On

the other hand, they could, and most likely would, rule
this doctrIne not atDlicable arid apply the "ressonahle us&
rule recognized in other states.

If the 1955 Acts (53, 54) are ruled unconstitutional,
rior apropriation doctrine will rule east of the Cascades

and probably absolute ownersialD west of the Cascades. Both

doctrines lack flexibility. Under prior appropriation,
once a specifIc appropriation is made the proprietor
possesses the right to that quantity so long as he oon
tinucs to use the water. Absolute ownership contains the

same evil and in addition there is no security that the
supply wIll not be drai avar from a neighbor.

Coion law depends heavily on such terms as, "reason-
able use", and "beneficial use" which permit flexibility
by the courts In their interpretation, However, courts

are very reluctant to de'srt from ::ast rulings. The .st

rulings have not been consistent, Tfherof ore, it would be

ditfioult to predict the outconie in Ivon case.

The 1955 cts (53, 54) contaIn many flexible provi-
sions and yet afford security to the invtor. One

ITI



possible suggestion would he the provision for a lease

syatem of water use. The lease period should be of euffi

olent length to allow the leasee to reilize a return on

his invest:ent, The lease ry be renewed if the use is

conaidered beneficial when comoared to other applications.

This method of allocation would provide for the charige

in tastes and needs over a period of time. This system

has been used successfully in Ohio with the surface water

of the conservancy districts. (15, p. 105) The ater

Resources Board could formulate this type of water alloca-

tion policy.

3oth of the 1955 cts (53, 4) contain sufficient

flexibility and security to allow effective water use with

wise planning. of the unallocated water. Few provisions

have been made for cian;ing the use of water which has been

a1locted. To ch.nge existing water use involves con-

stitutioral, social and economic implications.
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